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executive summary

This sTudy explores women’s experiences wiTh “double binds”—The conflicTing 

socieTal messages, images, and queues ThaT Tell a woman how she is supposed To 

look, speak, and acT. double binds are siTuaTions where every choice one makes 

resulTs in being penalized. This sTudy is The firsT To sysTemaTically analyze The 

double binds of socieTal expecTaTions women face in The uniTed sTaTes and canada, 

and how women navigaTe These expecTaTions. 

This section presents our major findings from a representative survey of women in the U.S. and Canada, and a 
content analysis of social media comments on posts from the most prominent women in the world (see p. 19 for 
more on the methodology). Unless otherwise specified, survey findings in this report combine representative 
surveys from both the U.S. and Canada. A full presentation of our analysis is in the report below.

survey findings 

• Two-in-three women in the U.S. and Canada say they experience double binds (68% and 73%, respectively). 
• Younger women experience double binds at higher rates than older women, with Gen Z women reporting 

the highest rate (84%). 
• The most common double binds involve the way women look (68% of women), followed by the way they 

act (55% of women), and speak (53% of women). 
• The most common place women experience double binds is in the workplace/their career (48% of women). 

Just under half (45%) face double binds on social media.
• Two-in-five (42%) women say their personal style is important in achieving career goals and ambitions. 
• Women who experience double binds at work respond in troubling ways: 

 - questioning and doubting themselves (32% of women)
 - speaking up less (39% of women)
 - changing how they present themselves (41% of women) 

• Most women say double binds make them feel that they are never good enough (64%) and leave them 
feeling exhausted (80%).

content analysis findings

• One-in-three comments on prominent women’s social media are negative (33%).
 - Among negative comments, one-in-ten attack the woman’s appearance (11%).
 - One-in-three negative comments criticize the way the woman acts (33%). 

• Nine-in-ten (92%) of the most prominent women on social media experience double binds. 
•	 Every prominent woman ages 50+ and every prominent Black, Indigenous, and person of color  

(BIPOC) woman we analyzed faced at least one double bind on social media.
• Here are the most common double binds prominent women experience:

 - too confident/insecure (84%)
 - too lazy/ambitious (80%)
 - too sexy/modest (52%)
 - too young/old (44%)
 - too skinny/curvy (40%)
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report

study overview 

The objective of this research is to explore women’s experience with “double binds”—the conflicting societal 
messages, images, and queues that tell a woman how she is supposed to look, speak, and act. For example, women 
are often told they are “too loud” or “not loud enough;” “too bossy” or “not assertive enough;” “professionally 
ambitious” or “a neglectful parent;” “kind” or “a pushover.” We examine how these double binds impact women’s 
lives, and how they navigate them, especially in their professional careers and jobs.

This study seeks to better understand how and how often women experience double binds, where they experience 
them, how it affects them, and how they navigate double binds. The concept of the double bind was coined in 1956 
by British anthropologist Gregory Bateson and his colleagues.1 They defined double binds as situations where every 
choice you make results in being penalized in some way. Women have faced sexist double binds for centuries. In 
medieval times, when women were accused of witchcraft and drowned, they could prove their innocence by staying 
drowned, but were considered guilty if they were able to rescue themselves. Communications professor Kathleen 
Hall Jamieson uses this anecdote to demonstrate the impossible situations women face from double binds. Women 
are damned if they do and damned if they don’t when it comes to choices about leadership, professionalism, 
balancing paid labor in the workforce and unpaid care work at home, the way they speak, the way they act, how they 
express their personal style, and many other aspects of women’s lives. 

This study is the first to systematically study double binds using both qualitative and quantitative methods. It is 
also the first study to examine the double binds faced by both famous women and everyday women to examine the 
nuanced landscape of double binds for different women. We surveyed a representative sample of women in the U.S. 
to learn about their experiences with double binds and conducted a content analysis of comments on social media 
posts for famous women. Taken together, this analysis provides a clear picture of how often women experience 
double binds, where they experience them in their lives, the consequences of impossible choices, and how they 
navigate double binds. 
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survey findings

We present our major findings pertaining 
to how common it is to experience double 
binds, who experiences them, where they are 
experienced, the types experienced, their impact 
on the lives of women, and strategies women use 
to navigate the double binds they encounter. We 
address each of these topics in turn. 

Prevalence of Double Binds 
Our first major finding is that experiences of 
sexist double binds are common for women 
in the U.S. and Canada. At least two-thirds 
of women in both countries say they have 
experienced double binds often/sometimes– 
68% in the U.S. and 73% in Canada. 

About one-in-five women experience double 
binds “often,” meaning they experience sexist 
microaggressions on a regular basis (17% in the 
U.S. and 20% in Canada). 

Nearly all women who experience double binds 
in the U.S. and Canada say it’s an issue for them 
(89%), and 41% say they are a “very big issue” 
in their life. To summarize, double binds are 
simply part of life for women in North America, 
and they pose a significant issue for women 
who experience them. For the remainder of this 
report, we combine findings from the U.S. and 
Canada. 

Who Experiences Double Binds
Not all women experience double binds at 
the same rate or in the same ways. Women 
of different races and ethnicities experience 
the double bind at similar rates, but we find 
significant differences by age and sexuality. 

Younger women experience double binds at 
much higher rates than older women, with Gen 
Z women reporting the highest rate (84%). This 
means that, despite the progress women have 
made when it comes to economic, social, and 
political equality, sexist double binds have not 
gone away for young women. 

We also find differences by sexuality. LGBTQ+ 
women are more likely to face double binds than 
heterosexual women (73% compared to 69%). 

tABLE 1: Double binDs across generaTions

ofTen/someTimes experience Double binDs

gen z 
(ages 18-25)

84%

78%

65%

generaTion

58%

millennials
(ages 26-41)

gen x 
(ages 42-57)

boomers
(ages 58-65)

two-in-three 
women in both the u.s. 

and canada say they 
experience double binds 

tABLE 2: Double binDs by sexualiTy

of women who experience 

double binds say it is 

an issue for them

ofTen/someTimes experience Double binDs

lgbTq+ 73%

69%

sexualiTy

non-lgbTq+
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Over half of women
have been told they are both 

“too direct” and 
“not assertive enough” 

when they speak

of women have been told 

they are both “too pretty” 

and “too homely”
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Types of Double Binds
When it comes to different types, we measured 
double binds for the way women look, act, and 
speak. The most common double binds involve 
the way women look (68%), followed by the way 
they act (55%), and the way they speak (53%). 

For example, when it comes to appearance 
double binds, 42% of women have been told that 
they’re “too pretty” and “too homely.” About 
one-in-three (28%) women have been told that 
they’re both “too modest” and “too sexy” in the 
way they dress.

For double binds that pertain to the way 
women act, one-in-four (26%) have been told 
that they’re both “too bold” and “too timid.” 
One-in-three (29%) women have been told 
that they are both “too insecure” and also “too 
confident.”

Women also face double binds that are specific 
to the way they speak. One-in-three (34%) 
women have been told that they are both “too 
loud” and “too quiet.” Over half of women 
(51%) have been told that they are “too direct” 
and “not assertive enough” when they speak.

Where Double Binds Occur
Women experience double binds in many 
aspects of and places in their lives. The most 
common place women in North American 
experience double binds is in the workplace. 
This is an important finding because career 
success is vital to economic success and 
well-being for women. Women also commonly 
experience double binds at school, an important 
step in the economic ladder. 

Just under half of women in the U.S. and Canada 
say they experience double binds from friends 
(46%) and family (44%). This is a troubling 
finding given that friends and family are often 
primary sources of support for thriving in the 
world. As this study shows, sometimes friends 
and family are primary sources of gendered 
microaggressions.

Just under half (45%) of women say they 
experience double binds on social media. 
These double binds often come in the form of 
contradictory feedback on the same image or 
video. The point of the double bind is that no 
matter how you dress, speak, or act, you will be 
penalized. 

Where Women 

experience Double binDs:

in Their Workplace
anD career48%

While aT
school47%

in Their social life/
from frienDs46%

While on
social meDia45%

in Their home/
from family44%
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Of the five domains we measured (workplace, 
school, friends, family, and social media), 
women report experiencing double binds in an 
average of 2.9 different areas. About two-in-three 
women (65%) face double binds in at least two 
different domains of their life.  

Double Bind Impacts
In this section, we report findings about how 
double binds affect women’s personal style, 
their professional lives, and their personal lives. 
One overarching finding is that almost all of 
the women we surveyed (90%) say the double 
binds prevent them from being their authentic 
selves, and this has negative effects on their 
professional and personal lives.

Professional	Life

We asked women about the impact of double 
binds on their professional life. Two-in-five 
(40%) women say double binds negatively 
impact their career/job. Gen Z women (ages 
18 - 25) are more likely to say double binds 
have negatively impacted many areas of their 
life, just as they are starting to navigate a life of 
adulthood and independence:
• 44% of Gen Z say double binds have 

negatively impacted relations with their 
immediate family

• 40% of Gen Z say double binds have hurt 
their career/job

• 39% of Gen Z say double binds have 
negative affects their friendships 

• 38% of Gen Z women say their romantic/
dating life has been negative impacted by 
double binds

Women who experience double binds at work 
respond in many different ways: by changing 
how they present themselves (41%), speaking 
up less (39%), and questioning and doubting 
themselves (32%).

One-in-four women say they didn’t apply to a 
job because of double binds they experienced 
related to work. Two-in-five (40%) homemakers 
report this, which suggests that many women 
may be staying out of the paid workforce due 
to double binds. This is an especially pressing 
problem given that 2 million women have left 
the paid workforce during the global pandemic 
and double binds may be making it harder for 
them to return.2

of women say double binds

keep them from being their 

authentic selves

Women Who experience 

Double binDs aT Work responD by:

changing  

hoW They 

presenT

Themselves
41%

speaking  

up  

less

changing hoW 
They presenT

41%

one-in-four
women didn’t apply to a job 

because of double binds 
they experienced related 

to their work

quesTioning 

anD DoubTing 

Themselves

39%

32%
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Women who experience double binds at work 
receive little support for managing them. Very 
few women reached out for mentorship (6%) or 
advice (11%) on how to handle double binds in 
the workplace. This presents a great opportunity 
to mentors and sponsors to learn about double 
binds in order to better support their mentees.

About two-in-five (42%) women say their 
personal style is important in achieving career 
goals and ambitions. This means that personal 
style helps many women achieve career success, 
but they are inhibited by double binds. We asked 
women what they would do differently with 
their personal style if they did not face double 
binds. Some women noted that they would be 
bolder and more confident with their style:

Other women noted that they would like to 
be more confident in the way they speak, and 
judged less:

 - “be bolder wiTh my choices.”

 - “dressing The way I wanT. I jusT wanT To wear cloThes wiThouT being judged abouT 

my shape or how well The dress fiT or noT. I jusT wanT To feel free and confIdenT.”

 - “I would wanT To wear more form fiTTing cloThes insTead of The oversized cloThes  

I usually wear.”

 - “I would really love To dye my hair brighT purple buT my family Thinks people will 

TreaT me differenTly if I do iT and iT will be harder To find a job.”

 - “be more confidenT in whaT I like To wear.”

 - “dyeing my hair funky colors.”

 - “be more ouTgoing wiTh my cloThing.”

 - “I would jusT like To have The confidence To wear whaTever makes me happy. I'm a 

bigger woman and iT's hard To feel confidenT when you can'T define your sTyle due 

To feeling like you're Too much as well as being noT enough.”

 - “I wish I was more confidenT To conTribuTe whaT I know ThaT could add info or 

anoTher perspecTive To a group discussion.”

 - “I would like To have an opinion wiThouT being called a b*Tch.”

 - “differenT cloThes.  differenT acTiviTies.  speaking ouT more.”

 - “I am ouTspoken wiThin reason, also opinionaTed wiTh poliTics,law, life. I lisTen To 

oTher people’s opinions. when I sTaTe mine, I am Too loud and ouTspoken! when I sTop 

because They complain... Then I am Too quieT/noT feeling well/depressed!”

some women noted 

they would be bolder 

and more confident with 

their personaly style if 

they did not have to face 

double binds.

How womEn wouLd cHAngE tHEir pErsonAL styLE witHout douBLE Binds:

How womEn wouLd cHAngE tHE wAy tHEy spEAk witHout douBLE Binds:
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Personal	Life

Most women say their personal style affects their 
happiness (75%), and 61% think they would 
be happier if they had more freedom to express 
their own personal style. We asked women how 
having more freedom to express their personal 
style would affect them. Many said it would 
increase their happiness and confidence: 

We assessed how women respond to double 
binds in their life beyond work, and their 
responses and coping mechanisms are 
troubling: 
• Two-in-five women started questioning 

themselves (40%) and became quieter and 
started speaking up less (37%). 

• Nearly a third of women say they have 
become sad/depressed (29%), while 
one-quarter stopped socializing or became 
isolated (26%).

• Some women have even changed how they 
look or act – how they dress (16%), how 
they do their hair/makeup (14%), how they 
speak (21%) or how they act (28%) because 
of double binds they’ve encountered in their 
everyday lives.

• A majority of women say double binds 
make them feel like they will never be 
good enough (64%) and make them feel 
exhausted (80%).

Navigating Double Binds
As reported above, double binds are a common 
experience for women in the U.S./Canada, one 
that has profoundly negative effects on
their professional and personal lives. We asked 
women how they navigate double binds, and 
they have many different strategies.

 - “I would feel more confidenT wiTh myself and my body.”

 - “I Think I would jusT feel happier. I know I look good in my personal sTyle.”

 - “IT would make me happier and more confidenT and comforTable.”

 - “I would have more confidence in myself.”

 - “IT will make me more whaT I am.”

 - “I would be happier which in Turn would make me less depressed.”

 - “make me more bold.”

 - “IT would make me Truer To myself.”

most women say double binds 
make them feel they are 

never good enough (64%) 
and leave them 

feeling exhausted (80%). 

say they would be happier if 

they had more freedom to 

express their style

“I think I would just 

feel happier. I know 

I look good in 

my personal style.”

How womEn wouLd fEEL BEttEr ABout tHEmsELvEs witHout douBLE Binds:
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Some women say they just ignore double binds 
or tough it out:

A few women say they try to cater to the 
conflicting expectations posed by double binds:

Other women remove themselves from 
situations where they will face double binds:

 - “someTimes I Try To ignore anyThing ThaT is being said and move on and someTimes iT 

really boThers me, and iT geTs me upseT and I will say someThing.”

 - “I ignore Them and Try noT To adjusT my behavior for The sake of oTher people.”

 - “I don’T really do much To personally navigaTe and handle The double bind I Try To 

avoid people who are The mosT egregious offenders I’m mosTly worried abouT age 

discriminaTion and accompanying binds ThaT come wiTh ThaT aT The momenT.”

 - “I Try To ignore Them and focus on who I naTurally am and if ThaT upseTs oThers 

Then so be iT.”

 - “when I was younger I felT very much like I had To conform To a cerTain way To acT, 

look and dress. as I’ve aged, I don’T pay much aTTenTion To ThaT anymore, however, 

social media can have a deTrimenTal effecT on women when we are bombarded wiTh 

filTered picTures and unrealisTic expecTaTions on how we’re supposed To look, acT 

and dress.”

 - “usually whenever I wanT To go ouT I change my ouTfiT mulTiple Times noT because I 

don’T like Them buT because of whaT people mighT say”

 - “I usually Try To fiT in more, someTimes I Try To speak up if I feel like iT will noT 

negaTively impacT my job. buT iT’s hard.”

 - “I Try To acT differenTly To caTer To The double binds.”

 - “There were people in my life ThaT I regularly hung ouT wiTh who kind of made 

me feel less Than because of The way I was. I avoided hanging ouT wiTh men and 

surrounded myself wiTh more women.”

 - “I Tend To disTance myself from The siTuaTion. I lefT my career/dream job and 

became a sTay-aT-home mom.”

 - “avoid people ThaT consisTenTly do This, work in jobs ThaT have reduced amounTs of 

This, Try To call ouT people when They do say such Things. lefT my husband.”

 - “I’ve jusT become big on cuTTing people off in general”

How womEn AttEmpt to ignorE douBLE Binds:

How womEn AttEmpt to Avoid to douBLE Binds:

How womEn AttEmpt to cAtEr to douBLE Binds:
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Some women push back against the double 
binds they encounter:

 - “ThaT I was being Too ambiTious in my career. I Told Them ThaT iT is my righT To have 

such feeling and don’T care if They accepT iT or noT”

 - “I have always been ouTspoken abouT my feelings ThaT if someone doesn’T like me The 

way i am They don’T have To be around me.”

 - “I do my own Thing and if someone doesn’T like iT, ThaT’s Too bad.”

 - “I speak ouT buT Then I geT labeled as rude, aggressive or a Troublemaker.”

content analysis findings

Beyond everyday women, we measured double 
binds faced by prominent women from all 
walks of life to see whether they face similar 
challenges. We conducted a content analysis of 
the most circulated social media posts about 
the top influential women in the world in 
order to explore how women at the top of their 
respective industries experience double binds. 
We find that even women who have reached the 
apex of their careers cannot seem to win when 
it comes to how they look, speak, and act. We 
present our major findings pertaining to the 
breakdown of comment tone, the content of 
negative comments, the prevalence of double 
binds, followed by an intersectional look at how 
prominent BIPOC women and women ages 50+ 
experience double binds online. 

Negative Posts/Comments
Our first major finding is that prominent women 
face an abundance of negative comments, 
simply because they are women daring to have 
a public presence. We find that one-in-three 
comments aimed at the most globally prominent 
women on their top social media posts take on a 
negative tone and are critical in nature (33%).

The adverb “too” is commonly used as a 
direct way to critique women on social media, 
but suggesting that they have violated some 
unwritten societal rule by acting, speaking, 
or appearing a certain way. When it comes to 
comments that include a “too” statement (e.g., 
“she’s too hot,” “she’s too washed up”), 98% of  
“too” comments are negative and only 2% are

tABLE 3: commenTs by Tone

% of commenTs

posiTive 50%

33%

17%

commenT Tone

negaTive

neuTral

tABLE 4: “Too” sTaTemenTs by Tone

% of commenTs

“Too” sTaTemenTs
ThaT Were positivE

2%

98%

commenT Tone

 “Too” sTaTemenTs
ThaT Were nEgAtivE

1-in-3
comments about the most 

globally prominent women

are negative

How womEn AttEmpt to pusH BAck AgAinst douBLE Binds:
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positive. This indicates that commenters use 
“too” statements mostly to criticize women’s 
appearance and actions.

Women face online criticism for how they 
look, speak, and act. One-in-ten negative 
comments attack the woman’s appearance, while 
one-in-three criticize the way she acts. 

The most common ways women are criticized 
for their appearance are posts accusing them 
of being too fake (24%), too sexy (16%), or too 
curvy (9%). 

When it comes to how prominent women act, 
they are most often criticized for being too 
selfish (22%), too unprofessional (11%), and 

Not Smart Enough (9%). 

Double Binds 
We find that double binds are used to negatively 
criticize 92% of the most prominent women 
on social media. This means that regardless 
of a woman’s influence, nearly all women are 
subjected to double binds on public platforms. 
In other words, women who dare to be public 
will face a cascade of negativity, and some of 
that comes in the form of sexist, impossible 
double binds. 

As shown in Table 8, the most prominent 
women (as measured by search volume, total 
social following, number of GIFs about them, 
and Wikipedia hits) face the most double binds 
in their social media posts. The top five most 
prominent women experience 10.2 double binds 
on average per post compared to 7.3 for women 
ranked 21 – 25 in terms of prominence.3

A staggering 84% of prominent women are told 
they are accused of being both too confident 
and too insecure. Here are some examples that 
illustrate posts that use this double bind:

tABLE 5: negaTive commenTs by conTenT

% of commenTs

appearance 11%

30%

commenT conTenT

personaliTy

tABLE 6: negaTive “Too” commenTs abouT looks

% of commenTs

fake/plasTic 24%

16%

“Too” sTaTemenT

sexy

9%curvy

tABLE 7: negaTive “Too” commenTs abouT acTions

% of commenTs

selfish 22%

11%

“Too” sTaTemenT

unprofessional

9%noT smarT enough

tABLE 8: Double binDs by prominence

average # of Double binDs

1 - 5 10.2

11.8

prominence ranking

6 - 10

9.611 - 15

8.816 - 20

7.3

too confIdEnt 

“These chicks are all about themselves, it’s really pathetic. So embarrassing.” 

“Put your ego away you silly woman.” 

“Too full of her own importance. Don’t see any beauty.”

too InsEcurE

“What a spineless t***.” 

“She is a desperate, insecure, needy woman.” 

“She needs to trust herself more.”

21 - 25

nine-in-ten (92%) of the most 
prominent women experience 
double binds on social media
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Four-in-Five women are told they are both too 
lazy and too ambitious (80%). This double bind 
is evident in some of the verbatim examples of 
posts below:

When it comes to physical appearance, over 
half (52%) of prominent women are told they 
dress and/or act too sexy and too modest. Here 
are some examples of verbatim comments on 
prominent women’s posts that reflect this: 

When it comes to how women act, over half 
of women (52%) are told they are both too 
politically correct and not politically correct 
enough. These examples show how this double 
bind sets an impossible standard for prominent 
women to achieve:

too AmBitious 

“She’s a work-a-holic.”

“This woman wanna be judge, jury, executioner 
and still plastic. How many titles does she want?”

too LAzy

“Bruh women just salty cuz they don’t work hard for their physique.”

“When you’re insanely rich and STILL too cheap to pay someone to do 
the thing you are too lazy to do for yourself.”

too sExy 

“When you have to expose yourself... you’re stooping to the lowest 
level of humanity. So tired of these so called ‘Queens!’ All the great 
ones are shaking their heads in shame!”

“Two weeks ago she got pissed when someone touched her a**. 
Now she shakes it for the whole world. Pig.”

too modEst

“You know everyone wants to see a little more ‘skin’ 
Princess!! Just sayin’ what everybody else is thinkin’!!!” 

“She is so gorgeous, why hide in that dress? come in now, 
who’s idea was that?” 

“You need to show more!!!”

too poLiticALLy corrEct 

“Has to announce her ‘pronouns’? What is our country turning into?”

“OMG I can’t keep up with the things we can’t say! Like some words have 
more than one meaning. This is too much.”

“Too woke for me.”

not poLiticALLy corrEct EnougH 

“Sometimes women like her need to shut up because 
their ignorance is showing. Nothing that girl says 
makes sense.”

“[She] isn’t a feminist, and [she] never was.”

“Every time she talks I feel like she’s so out of touch.”
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When it comes to age, 44% of the most 
prominent women influencers are accused of 
being too young and too old. The examples 
below show the absurdity of the same women 
being criticized about her age– using both ends 
of the age spectrum:

Two-in-five prominent women are criticized for 
being both too skinny and too curvy (40%). In 
other words, the same woman posting the same 
image received contradictory comments about 
her body size:

Two-in-five prominent women are accused of 
being too dramatic and too boring (40%). Here 
are some examples that illustrate posts reflecting 
this double bind:

too young 

“Hopefully [she] doesn’t get that role. Too much of a 
little girl. She hasn’t grown yet.”

“It was about character assassination honey, I guess 
you’re too young to understand why that matters yet.”

“She look like she just got of 1st Grade.”

too oLd

“Even with airbrush, high heels and too much makeup she looks old 
and tired. Her days of looking good are long gone.”

“She’s too old for this.”

“You’re acting like teenagers but you’re too old.”

too skinny 

“You need a man to buy you tacos, you are too much on 
the thin side.” 

“Someone get [her] a meat lover’s pizza. B**** looks like 
she just walked back from Africa with her kids.” 

“Yeah she’s got a boy’s body. Zero boobs, zero curves, 
zero. Nothing to offer just blah.”

too curvy

“[She] is vegan? Would never guess ‘cause she still looks like she’s 
eating 12 buckets of KFC a day.” 

“Wow, she is so fat! Not just fat, but her body is out of shape, she is not 
toned at all, flaky skin hanging! For someone who has so much money 
I would expect she would look better” 

“Not enough room for him with her double wide butt.”

too drAmAtic 

“I’ma be real that dress is too much.”

“Her stuff is getting a little too detailed.”

“Ugh this woman... Too dramatic.”

“Trying way too hard for the paparazzi.”

too Boring

“Looks like a bra and simple skirt.”

“Ur boring now baby boo.”

“Omg she doesn’t get tired of the same style of clothes?”
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Over a third of women are criticized for looking 
and acting too masculine and too feminine 
(36%). In other words, as shown in the posts 
below, the same woman posting the same image 
is being criticized using opposite messages. 
Some of the comments discuss gender roles in 
terms of appearance while others talk about the 
way women talk:

When it comes to the way they act, 16% of 
women were told they were both too mature and 
too immature. The examples below show how 
comments about prominent women will find 
any reason to criticize how they act or appear:

Over one-in-ten prominent women are 
criticized for being both too emotional and too 
cold (12%). As these comments show, the same 
woman faces contradictory critiques on the 
same posts, creating an impossible double bind 
when it comes to the way she acts:

too mAscuLinE 

“Trying too much to be a man. Fighting her hormones within causing 
her to be angry at the world.” 

“Does this woman know that there is such a thing called a dress or 
maybe a skirt and blouse?” 

“She’s not qualified to identify as a woman.” 

“Am I seeing an Adam’s Apple????”

too fEmininE

“She’s soo nasally.”

“I can’t stand [her] voice. It’s so breathy and annoying.” 

“[Her] high pitch voice is not a good fit.”

“There was way to much estrogen in that room.”

too immAturE 

“GROW UP CHICK.”

“Two attention seeking Babies.”

“She needs to grow up and act like a decent woman.”

too mAturE

“Ya’ll ain’t as old as yall act.”

“She’s 30, but sounds like a disenchanted 70 yr old.”

too coLd 

“She does a lot of good and all but she is 
so ‘disconnected’ from her kids. She seems 
very cold, emotionally.”

“  Devoid of any emotion or personality.”

too EmotionAL

“Why’s she always crying, I love her but damn!”

“She’s too sensitive for fame.”

“Stop behaving like a victim . You are behaving like a special, crazy, stupid girl.”
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When it comes to socioeconomic status, 8% of 
prominent women are accused of being both too 
broke/too rich, as illustrated in the comments 
below:

About one-in-ten (8%) prominent women are 
accused of acting and/or looking too white and 
not white enough. The following comments 
show how racism is used to create impossible 
double binds for women:

A small but significant percentage (4%) of 
prominent women are accused of being too 
fake and too natural, as illustrated in these 
comments: 

too BrokE 

“You can tell when a [woman] 
is broke.”

“She ran out of money.”

too ricH

“Congratulations, you have all that money for one person while the rest of the world is dying.”

“Too rich and too dumb.”

“Boohoo let’s all feel sorry for the multi millionaire.”

too wHitE 

“Yes she does that fake accent to get rid of her Indian accent, 
bleached her skin, wears western clothing and hardly showcases 
Asian wear at events where she can.”

“[SHE] IS OBVIOUSLY BLEACHING HER SKIN SHE’S NOT 
PROUD OF HER SKIN.”

“[She] is teaching latino kids to hide their latino features to look 
more white... she is no hero... there’s a reason her fan didn’t know 
she’s latina.”

not wHitE EnougH

“Why don’t you just go back to Africa where you 
belong?”

“Same old story, the race card is being pushed.”

too fAkE 

“God built me but her doctor built her.”

“She is not desirable. Too much fake stuff.”

“Looks like she’s made of plastic, already. Chick was perfect before.”

“She got way too much work done :/.”

too nAturAL

“She needs to buy some breast implants.”

“She needs another fat transfer like her sisters.”

“Without that makeup on there’s nothing to love.”



Intersectional Analysis 
Intersectionality is an approach that recognizes 
how different categories of identity are 
interconnected. First used by Black feminist 
Maria Miller Stewart in 1830 and coined by 
Black feminist legal scholar Kimberle Crenshaw 
in 1989, intersectionality means we analyze 
the effects of multiple, overlapping systems of 
marginalization. In this case, we analyze how 
gender overlaps with race and with age to create 
more intensive experiences of sexist double 
binds for prominent women.  

Our intersectional analysis indicates that every 
prominent woman ages 50+ and every BIPOC 
woman we analyzed faced at least one double 
bind on social media. In comparison, 90% of 
women under 50 and 88% of white women 
faced double binds. This means that while 
virtually every prominent woman we analyzed 
experienced at least one double bind, older 
women and women of color were more likely to 
face this than other prominent women.

Compared to white women, prominent 
BIPOC women are significantly more likely 
to experience certain double binds, including 
too lazy/ambitious (100% compared to 69%), 
too confident/too insecure (100% compared 
to 75%), too curvy/too skinny (56% compared 
to 31%), too fake/too natural (11% compared 
to 0%), as well as too prudish/too sexual (11% 
compared to 0%).

When it comes to age, women ages 50+ are 
far more likely than women under 50 to be 
told they are both too timid/too bold (100% 
compared to 58%), too emotional/too cold (50% 
compared to 0%), too masculine/too feminine 
(50% compared to 32%), too confident/too 
insecure (100% compared to 79%), as well as 
too politically correct/not politically correct 
enough (83% compared to 42%).

As with our analysis of everyday women, 
prominent women face sexist double binds at 
alarming rates. If the most powerful women 
in our society are held to gendered double 
standards, what does this mean for women 
more broadly? It means that societal double 
binds affect us all in ways that hamper our 
professional and political lives, and force us to 
navigate a world of “wrong” choices. 

tABLE 9: specific Double binDs by race

% Who face specific Double binD

lazy/ambiTious
69%

Double binD

confiDenT/Insecure
75%

curvy/skinny
31%

fake/naTural
0%

pruDish/sexual
0%

100%

100%

56%

11%

11%

prominenT WhiTe Women prominenT bipoc Women

tABLE 10: specific Double binDs by age

% Who face specific Double binD

TimiD/bolD
58%

Double binD

emoTional/colD
0%

masculine/feminine
32%

confiDenT/Insecure
79%

Too/noT poliTically 
corecT enough

42%

100%

50%

50%

83%

prominenT Women unDer 50 prominenT Women 50+

100%

16

100%
of women ages 50+ and 

bipoc women that we analyzed 

faced at least one double bind 

on social media.
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We set out to examine women’s experiences of double binds, conflicting expectations for women about how 
they are supposed to look, dress, and act. We find that two-in-three women in North America experience 
double binds, with Gen Z women and LGBTQ+ women facing the highest rates. Women most commonly 
report double binds around the way they look. Women say they commonly experience double binds in 
different domains of their personal and professional lives. They most commonly experience double binds in the 
workplace, but also from friends, family, and social media. 

Double binds have a chilling effect on how women express their personal style, in ways that negatively affect 
their personal and professional lives. Our research confirms that many women see their personal style as an 
important part of their happiness and their ability to achieve career goals. A majority of women say they would 
be happier in life if they could express their personal style free of societal expectations. At work, women say they 
doubt themselves, speak up less, and change the way they dress because of double binds. It is no wonder then 
that eight-in-ten women say double binds leave them feeling exhausted. 

We also analyzed social media comments on posts for the most prominent women in the world. Nearly all of 
these prominent women faced double bind comments on posts about them, but especially women ages 50+ 
and BIPOC women. Beyond double binds, one-in-three comments on each post are negative, which speaks to 
the general hostile environment prominent women face on social media. Additionally, we find that the more 
prominent a woman is, the more she is held to sexist double binds. 

What does it mean that the vast majority of women face sexist double binds in their personal and professional 
lives that inhibit their happiness and career progress? What does it mean that the most prominent women in the 
world are commonly held to impossible double bind standards? We hope that this report will launch a national 
conversation about the existence of double binds and their negative effects on women. The next section details 
actions we can all take to address the pressing gender equity problem of sexist double binds. 

conclusion



calls to action

for corporate leaders

Normalize the use of the term “double bind” in the workplace by including 
examples of double bind comments and their negative consequences within 
onboarding materials, workforce training materials, and required curriculum. 
For example, assess where double binds show up in sexual harassment or 
code of conduct trainings. Also, be on the lookout for informal double bind 
practices. For example, do workplace dress code expectations limit women’s 
ability to express their personal style in ways that harm their career. Another 
action step is to partner with your organization’s women’s business resource 
group (or all BRGs) to host a staff webinar to encourage self-reflection of how 
double binds show up specifically in your business, and involve everyone in 
the discussion of intervention tactics.

for mentors

Directly address the concept of the double bind with mentees to create space 
for a brave conversation about double binds they have experienced or may 
currently be experiencing. Brainstorm ways you can support your mentee to 
eliminate double binds or reduce their negative impacts.

for content creators

Create content that directly defines what the double bind is and the negative 
consequences it has on women. For example, include storylines of how women 
recognize and navigate double binds in their personal and professional lives. 
Also, share examples of how you personally experience the double bind in 
your industry to raise awareness of its universal effect on women. 
 
for social media companies

Train content monitoring and anti-harassment teams to identify sexist double 
binds and establish rules against users posting such content or comments, 
suspending accounts as needed. 

for women

Share personal examples of experiencing sexist double binds with women 
in your life in the workplace, social networks, and family. Discuss ways to 
prevent double binds or minimize their impacts with the women in your life  
as a way of normalizing dialogue on this topic. 

for everyone

Take time to study examples of sexist double binds and their use in the 
workplace, social, and family environments. Also, reflect on instances where 
you yourself may have contributed to women or girls in your life experiencing 
double binds. You may also consider having a brave conversation with a girl/
woman in your life about double binds they have experienced and how you 
can support them. 
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methodology

We used mixed methods for this study to assess experiences of double binds for everyday and famous women. 

For our first method, we conducted a quantitative study with Wunderman Thompson’s research consultancy 
SONAR. We sampled 1,000 women in Canada and 1,000 women in the U.S., ages 18 - 65, from July 15th - July 
26, 2022. These opt-in samples are representative of women in each country based on age, race/ethnicity, 
household income, and region. 

For our second method, we conducted a content analysis to analyze how social media posts about the most 
prominent women reflect the sexist double binds women experience. We generated a sample of 158,615 viewer 
comments from the top 50 most circulated posts on Facebook and the top 50 most circulated posts on Tik Tok 
(using each platform’s sort function for most circulated post) about the top 25 most globally prominent women. 
In order to generate the list of influencers, “prominence” is based on search volume, total social following, 
number of GIFs, and search hits on Wikipedia. Our list organically included prominent women from business, 
media and entertainment (including social media influencers), politics, as well as sports. From there, 15 
researchers were trained extensively and passed interrater reliability testing to ensure coding uniformity. The 
research team achieved absolute agreement, and intra-class correlations (ICC) were calculated to further assess 
inter-coder reliability.4 Observed ICC values were in the excellent range with the minimum ICC value at 0.97.5
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